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Principles
1. The reports are intended to inform Australian exporters international strategies.
2. The content is able to be used by anyone in Austrade, in total or in part.
3. The content is able to be used by any partner, in total or in part, with agreement and
attribution (when shared, pathways to services that can be offered to exporters by the
partner and / or Austrade should be agreed in advance).
4. Disclaimer for use to be included in all documents, including timeliness of the report and the
included data.

Framework
PARTNERSHIPS
Including: Commonwealth (DAWE, DFAT); State and Territory government counterparts;
Industry bodies; ATMAC recipients.
• The reports (Full reports and Exec summaries) are able to be used in full or in part by
partners, with attribution when using the reports or content from the reports.
• If the partner wishes to use the reports for activities with exporters (briefings etc), notice is
to be provided to Austrade (so Austrade can gauge how the reports are being used). The
option of an Austrade officer being involved in the associated events is appreciated, in
addition, with agreement joint promotion where possible. At such events:
– Pathway to services for exporters, including partner’s and Austrade’s services, should be
agreed and included when either sharing the content or any associated activities.
– Participants in associated events should be shared across the Partners and Austrade
(what can be shared, such as: number of participant; participant’s organisation;
participants name; participants contact, to be agreed in advance).
• On-sharing of reports to individual companies is permissible, with appropriate attribution.

Attribution required:
“This document includes source material that is the exclusive property of Euromonitor
International Ltd and its licensors. All such source material is provided without any warranties
or representations about accuracy or completeness. Any reliance on such material is made at
users’ own risk.”
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